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One of the key issues in this perspetive is a lear separation between the inter-ation and the omputation aspets of software omponents. Suh a separationwas advoated by Gelernter and Carriero in [18℄ as a promising approah tomaster the omplexity of large appliations, to enhane software reusabilityand to ease global analysis. The importane of separating interation and om-putation aspets may be also summarised by Wegner's provoative argumentthat \interation is more important than algorithms" [26℄.Aordingly, the last deade has seen an inreasing attention towards modelsand languages whih support a neat separation of the design of individualsoftware omponents from their interation. Suh models and languages areoften referred to as oordination models and languages, respetively [12,17℄.Linda [9℄ was the �rst oordination language, originally presented as a set ofinter-agent ommuniation primitives whih may be added to virtually anyprogramming language. Besides proess reation, this set inludes primitivesfor adding, deleting, and testing the presene/absene of data in a shareddataspae.A number of other oordination models have been proposed after Linda. Someof them extend Linda in di�erent ways, for instane by introduing multipledataspaes and meta-level ontrol rules (e.g., Bauhaus Linda [10℄, Bonita [22℄,�Log ([19℄), PoliS [11℄, Shared Prolog [5℄), by addressing open distributedsystems (e.g., Laura [25℄), middleware web-based environments (e.g., Jada[13℄), or mobility (e.g., KLAIM [15℄). A number of other oordination modelsrely on a notion of shared dataspae, e.g., Conurrent Constraint Programming[23℄, Gamma [2℄, and Linear Objets [1℄, to ite only a few. A omprehensivesurvey of these and other oordination models and languages has been reentlyreported in [21℄.The availability of a onsiderable number of oordination models and lan-guages stimulates a natural question:Whih is the best language or model for expressing oordination issues?Of ourse the answer depends on what we mean by the \best" model. A formalway of speifying this question is to reformulate it in terms of the expressivepower of models and languages.1.2 Comparing the expressive power of oordination languagesAs pointed out in [14℄, from a omputational point of view all \reasonable"sequential programming languages are equivalent, as they express the samelass of funtions. Still it is ommon pratie to speak about the \power" of2



a language on the basis of the expressibility or non-expressibility of program-ming onstruts. In general, a sequential language L is onsidered to be moreexpressive than another sequential language L0 if the onstruts of L0 an betranslated in L without requiring a \global reorganisation of the program"[16℄, that is, in a ompositional way. Of ourse the translation must preservethe meaning, at least in the weak sense of preserving termination.When onsidering onurrent languages, the notion of termination must bereonsidered as eah possible omputation represents a possible di�erent evo-lution of a system of interating proesses. Moreover deadlok represents anadditional ase of termination. De Boer and Palamidessi introdued in [14℄ thenotion of modular embedding as a method to ompare the expressive power ofonurrent languages.In this paper we use the notion of modular embedding to ompare the relativeexpressive power of three lasses of oordination languages that employ data-driven ommuniation primitives. The �rst family, denoted by LL, is basedon a set of ommuniation primitives �a la Linda: tell, get, ask, and nask forrespetively adding, deleting, and heking the presene and the absene ofdata in a shared dataspae. The seond family, denoted by LMR, adopts analternative view of these primitives by onsidering them as the rewriting ofpre- and post-onditions on a shared data spae, namely as multi-sets of tell,get, ask, and nask operations. The third family, denoted by LCS, imposes anorder on the evaluation of the primitives, hene introduing ommuniationsequenes to be evaluated atomially as \all-or-nothing" transations.All the languages onsidered ontain sequential, parallel and hoie opera-tors. For eah family (viz., LL, LMR, LCS) we onsider three di�erent lan-guages that di�er from one another in the set X of ommuniation primitivesused, syntatially denoted by a set parameter. For instane, if X is the setfask; tellg then the language LL(X ) is Linda restrited to ask and tell oper-ations, and it orresponds to a basi form of onurrent onstraint program-ming [23℄. Analogously, LL(ask; get; tell) 1 orresponds to non-monotoni on-urrent onstraint programming [3℄, while LL(ask; nask; get; tell) orrespondsto Linda without proess reation. Moreover, LMR(ask; get; tell) orrespondsto Gamma [2℄, LMR(ask; nask; get; tell) extends Gamma with negative (non-loal) pre-onditions , while LCS(ask; nask; get; tell) generalises the ommu-niation transations introdued in Shared Prolog [5℄.As just suggested, the families LL, LMR, and LCS are thus representativesof a substantial number of oordination languages. We turn in this paper toan exhaustive pair-wise omparison of the expressive power of the languagesobtained by taking X as fask; tellg, fask; get; tellg, and fask; nask; get; tellg,1 Set brakets will be omitted for the ease of reading.3



for eah of the three lasses.1.3 Results of the omparisonsIt is easy to see that a number of (modular) embeddings an be trivially es-tablished by onsidering sub-languages. For instane, for any onsidered lassof languages (viz., for any possible subsript of L):L(ask; tell) � L(ask; get; tell) � L(ask; nask; get; tell)holds, where L0 � L denotes that L0 an be (modularly) embedded by L.However, the most interesting results are separation results, where a languageis shown to be stritly more powerful than another language, and equivaleneresults, where two languages are shown to have the same expressive power.An expeted result proved in the paper is that the above disequalities arestrit in the sense that, on the one hand, it is not possible to simulate thedestrutive get primitives via ask and tell operations and, on the other hand,it is not possible to redue nask tests to ask, get, and tell primitives. Henefor instane onurrent onstraint programming languages are stritly lessexpressive than their non-monotoni versions, whih are in turn stritly lessexpressive than Linda.Another interesting result is that, for any subset X of ommuniation prim-itives, LL(X ) < LMR(X ). This establishes that Linda without nask op-erations is stritly less expressive than Gamma. Similarly, for eah X ,LL(X ) < LCS(X ), whih shows that the introdution of ommuniationtransations stritly inreases the expressive power of languages. However,LL(ask; nask; get; tell) and LMR(ask; get; tell) are inomparable, whih provesthat full Linda and Gamma are inomparable.It is interesting to observe that ommuniation transations get more andmore expressiveness as they are enrihed with primitives, as evidened by thefollowing relations:LCS(ask; tell)<LMR(ask; tell)LCS(ask; get; tell)=LMR(ask; get; tell)LCS(ask; nask; get; tell)>LMR(ask; nask; get; tell)Finally, it worth observing that LCS(ask; nask; get; tell) is the most expressivelanguages of the nine languages under study.4



Our study of the languages is omplete in the sense that all possible relationsbetween pairs of languages have been analysed. For eah pair of languages wehave established whether they have the same expressive power (L = L0), orone is stritly more powerful than the other (L < L0), or none of the abovetwo ases holds (i.e., L and L0 are inomparable).This study provides useful insights for both the theory and the pratie ofoordination-based approahes. Indeed, the resulting hierarhy depited inFigure 4 shows the equivalene of di�erent models and indiates whih exten-sions may be worth onsidering beause of their additional expressive power.1.4 Related workThe spei�ities of our work may be highlighted by ontrasting it with relatedwork. The losest piees of work are [28℄ and [27℄.The expressiveness of four oordination languages is analysed in [28℄. Using ourterminology, they are obtained by enrihing the language L0 = LL(get; tell)with three forms of negative tests: nask(a) whih tests for the absene ofa, t&e(a) whih instantaneously produes a after having tested that a is notpresent, and t&p(a; b) whih atomially tests for the absene of a and produesan instane of b. Consequently, the �rst extension L1 is LL(nask; get; tell),whih is proved equivalent in [6℄ to LL(ask; nask; get; tell). The seond ex-tension L2 is a restrited version of the language LCS(nask; get; tell) reduedby onsidering as ommuniation primitives operations of the form [get(t)℄,[tell(t)℄, and [nask(t); tell(t)℄, where the [� � �℄ onstrut denotes a ommuni-ation transation. Finally, the third extension L3 is obtained by allowingommuniation transations of the form [nask(t); tell(u)℄ for possibly di�er-ent data t and u. In [28℄ the languages are ompared on the basis of threeproperties: ompositionality of the enoding with respet to parallel ompo-sition, preservation of divergene and deadlok, and a symmetry ondition.It is worth noting that the resulting hierarhy L0 < L1 < L2 < L3 is on-sistent with our results. Similar properties are used in [27℄ to establish theinomparability of Linda and Gamma.Compared to our work, we shall use ompositionality of the enoding withrespet to sequential omposition, hoie, and the parallel omposition oper-ator. We will use the preservation of termination marks too, and require anelement-wise deoding of the set of observables. However, in ontrast to [28℄and [27℄, we shall be more liberal with respet to the preservation of termi-nation marks in requiring these preservations on the store resulting from theexeution from the empty store of the oded versions of the onsidered agentsand not on the same store. In partiular, these ending stores are not required5



to be of the form � [ � (where [ denotes multi-set union) if this is so for thestores resulting from the agents themselves. Moreover, as the reader may ap-preiate, this paper presents a wider omparison of a larger lass of languages,whih requires new proof tehniques at the tehnial level.The paper [4℄ ompares nine variants of the LL(ask; nask; get; tell) language.They are obtained by varying both the nature of the shared data spae andits struture. On the one hand, one distributed model and two entralisedmodels, preserving or not the order in whih data values are produed, areproposed. On the other hand, a multi-set struture, a set struture, and alist struture of the dataspae are onsidered. Rephrased in the [14℄ setting,this amounts to onsidering di�erent operational semantis. In ontrast, we�x an operational semantis and ompare di�erent languages on the basis ofthis semantis. The goals are thus di�erent, and all for ompletely di�erenttreatments and results.In [8℄, a proess algebrai treatment of a family of Linda-like onurrent lan-guages is presented. A lattie of eight languages is obtained by onsideringdi�erent sets of primitives out of ask, get, tell primitives, ited above, andonditional ask and get variants. The authors also show that this lattie ol-lapses to a smaller four-points lattie of di�erent bisimulation-based semantis.Again, ompared to our work, di�erent semantis are onsidered whereas weshall stik to one semantis and ompare languages on this basis.Busi, Gorrieri and Zavattaro also reently studied in [7℄ the issue of Turing-ompleteness in Linda-like onurrent languages. They de�ne a proess alge-bra ontaining Linda's ommuniation primitives and ompare two possiblesemantis for the tell primitive: an ordered one, with respet to whih theexeution of tell is onsidered to be �nished when the data has reahed thedataspae, and an unordered one for whih tell terminates just after havingsent the insertion request to the dataspae. The main result presented in [7℄is that the proess algebra is not Turing-omplete under the seond interpre-tation of tell, while it is so under the �rst interpretation. Besides the fatthat we takle in this paper a broader lass of languages, inluding amongothers the LMR and LCS family, the work [7℄ and ours are somehow orthog-onal. While [7℄ studies the absolute expressive power of di�erent variants ofLinda-like languages (using Turing-ompleteness as a yard-stik), we study therelative expressive power of di�erent variants of suh languages (using modularembedding as a yard-stik and the ordered interpretation of tell).Finally, this paper extends the exhaustive omparison of the languages in LL,that was reported in [6℄. 6



General ruleA ::= C j A ; A j A jj A j A + ALMR rulesC ::= (fMg; fMg)M ::= � j + t j � t j M;M
LL ruleC ::= tell(t) j ask(t) j get(t) j nask(t)LCS rulesC ::= [T ℄T ::= tell(t) j ask(t) j get(t) j nask(t) j T ;TFig. 1. Comparative syntax of the languages.1.5 Plan of the paperThe remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 formally de-�nes the syntax of the three lasses of onurrent languages onsidered, whileSetion 3 de�nes their operational semantis. Setion 4 introdues the notionof modular embedding proposed in [14℄. Setion 5 ontains the exhaustiveomparison of the expressive power of the languages. The presentation of thepropositions (and of the orresponding proof skethes) establishing the resultsof the omparisons is preeded by an informal analysis of the results from aprogramming point of view. The results presented in this setion are sum-marised in Figure 4. Finally Setion 6 ontains a disussion of related workand some onluding remarks.

2 Three families of oordination languages2.1 Common syntax and rulesWe shall onsider a set of languages L(X ), parameterised with respet to theset of ommuniation primitivesX . Suh a set X is in turn a subset of a generalset of ommuniation primitives, depending on the family under onsideration.Assuming this general set, all the languages use sequential, parallel, and hoieoperators (see \General rule" in Figure 1), whose meaning is de�ned by theusual rules (S), (P), and (C) in Figure 2.7



General rules(S) hA j �i �! hA0 j �0ihA ; B j �i �! hA0 ; B j �0i(P ) hA j �i �! hA0 j �0ihA jj B j �i �! hA0 jj B j �0ihB jj A j �i �! hB jj A0 j �0i(C) hA j �i �! hA0 j �0ihA + B j �i �! hA0 j �0ihB + A j �i �! hA0 j �0iLMR rule(CM) � = pre+ [ �0; pre� \ � = ;;�00 = (� � post�) [ post+h(pre; post) j �i �! hE j �00i

LL rules(T ) htell(t) j �i �! hE j � [ ftgi(A) hask(t) j � [ ftgi �! hE j � [ ftgi(N) t 62 �hnask(t) j �i �! hE j �i(G) hget(t) j � [ ftgi �! hE j �iLCS rule(CS) hs j �i �!� hE j �0ih[s℄ j �i �! hE j �0i
Fig. 2. Comparative semantis of the languages.2.2 LL: LindaThe �rst family of languages is the Linda-like family of languages.De�nition 1 De�ne the set of ommuniation primitives Slom as the setof C's generated by the LL rule of Figure 1. Moreover, for any subset X ofSlom, de�ne the language LL(X ) as the set of agents A generated by thegeneral rule of Figure 1. The transition rules for these agents are the generalones of Figure 2 together with rules (T), (A), (N), (G) of that �gure, whereE denotes the empty agent.Rule (T) states that an atomi agent tell(t) an be exeuted in any store �,and that its exeution results in adding the token t to the store �. Rules (A)and (N) state respetively that the atomi agents ask(t) and nask(t) an beexeuted in any store ontaining the token t and not ontaining t, and thattheir exeution does not modify the urrent store. Rule (G) also states thatan atomi agent get(t) an be exeuted in any store ontaining an ourreneof t, but in the resulting store the ourrene of t has been deleted. Note that8



the symbol [ atually denotes multiset union.Note that to meet the intuition, we shall subsequently always rewrite agentsof the form (E ; A), (E jj A), and (A jj E) as A. This is tehnially ahievedby imposing that, for any language L(X ), the struture (L(X ); E; ; ; k) is abimonoid.2.3 LMR: Multi-set rewritingThe transition rules (T ), (A), (N), and (G) suggest an alternative view ofLinda-like ommuniation primitives in terms of whih onditions the urrentstore should obey to allow the transitions to our and whih modi�ationsthese transitions make on the store.A natural dual view of ommuniation primitives is then to onsider themas the rewriting of pre-onditions into post-onditions. We shall onsequentlyexamine, as a seond family, languages based on multi-set rewriting. It is hereworth noting that this approah has already been taken in [2,10,20℄.Eah ommuniation primitive thus onsists of a multi-set of pre-onditionsand of a multi-set of post-onditions. Pre- and post-onditions are (possiblyempty) multi-sets of positive and negative tuples. Intuitively speaking, theoperational e�et of a multi-set rewriting (pre; post) is to insert all positivepost-onditions and to delete all negative post-onditions from the urrentdataspae �, provided that � ontains all positive pre-onditions and does notontain any of the negative pre-onditions. For instane, the operational e�etof the multi-set rewriting (f+a;�b;+dg; f+;�dg) is to add  and delete dfrom the urrent dataspae � provided that � ontains a and d and does notontain b.Given a multi-set rewriting (pre; post) we shall denote by pre+ the multi-setft j +t 2 preg and by pre� the multi-set ft j �t 2 preg. The denotationspost+ and post� are de�ned analogously.A multi-set rewriting (pre; post) is onsistent i� pre+ \ pre� = ;. A multi-set rewriting (pre; post) is valid if post� � pre+, where � denotes multi-setinlusion.De�nition 2 De�ne the set of multi-set ommuniation primitives Smomas the set of C's engendered by the LMR rules of Figure 1. Given a subsetX of Smom, de�ne the language LMR(X ) as the set of A's generated by thegeneral rule of Figure 1.As a result of restriting to onsistent and valid multi-set ommuniation prim-9



itives, four basi pairs of pre and post-onditions are only possible: (f+tg; fg),(f�tg; fg), (fg; f+tg), (f+tg; f�tg). We shall respetively identify them toask(t), nask(t), tell(t), and get(t).For our omparison purposes, given X a subset of ommuniation primitivesof Slom, we shall abuse notations and denote by LMR(X ) the language ob-tained by restriting multi-set rewriting pairs to omponent-wise multi-setunions of pairs assoiated with the ommuniation primitives of X . For in-stane, if X = fask; naskg, then the language LMR(X ) only involves pairsof the form (Pre; fg) where Pre may ontain positive and negative tokens.Similarly, if X = ftell; getg then LMR(X ) inludes only pairs of the form(Pre; Post) where Pre ontain positive tokens only provided that eah one isassoiated with one negative ounterpart in Post and Post ontain negativetokens provided eah one is assoiated to one positive token in Pre as wellas positive tokens (without restrition). Note that these notations fully agreewith the one introdued in De�nition 2.De�nition 3 De�ne the transition rules for the LMR family of languages asthe general rules of Figure 2 together with rule (CM) of that �gure.Rule (CM) states that a multi-set rewriting (pre; post) an be exeuted in astore � if the multi-set pre+ is inluded in � and if no negative pre-onditionours in �. If suh onditions hold then the exeution of the rewriting deletesfrom � all the negative post-onditions, and adds to � all the positive post-onditions.
2.4 LCS: Communiation transationsA natural further re�nement is to impose an order on the test of pre-onditionsand the evaluation of post-onditions, possibly mixing pre- and post-onditions.We are thus led to sequenes of elementary ations, whih we will take, forlarity purposes, in the Linda form instead of the +t and �t of the LMRfamily. These sequenes will be alled ommuniation transations, with theintuition that they are to be exeuted as single \all-or-nothing" transations.They have been employed in Shared-Prolog ([5℄) and in PoliS [11℄).De�nition 4 De�ne the set of ommuniation transations Stom as the setof C's engendered by the LCS rules of Figure 1. Moreover, for any subset Xof Stom, de�ne the language LL(X ) as the set of agents A generated by thegeneral rule of Figure 1. The transition rules for these agents are the generalones of Figure 2 together with rule (CS).10



3 Operational semantis3.1 ObservablesDe�nition 5(1) Let Stoken be a denumerable set, the elements of whih are subsequentlyalled tokens and are typially represented by the letters t and u. De�nethe set of stores Sstore as the set of �nite multisets with elements fromStoken.(2) Let Æ+ and Æ� be two fresh symbols denoting respetively suess andfailure. De�ne the set of histories Shist as the set Sstore� fÆ+; Æ�g.(3) De�ne the operational semantis O : L(X ) ! P(Shist) as the followingfuntion: For any agent A 2 L(X )O(A)= f(�; Æ+) : hA j ;i !� hE j �ig[f(�; Æ�) : hA j ;i !� hB j �i 6!; B 6= Eg(4) De�ne, for any agent A 2 L(X ), a derivation sequene as a omplete�nite sequene of omputation steps indued by the transition system andstarting from the empty multiset of tokens:hA j ;i ! � � � ! hT j �iwith T = E or hT j �i 6!.3.2 Normal formA lassial result of onurreny theory is that modelling parallel ompositionby interleaving, as we do, allows agents to be onsidered in a normal form.We �rst de�ne what we atually mean, and then state the proposition thatagents and their normal forms are equivalent in the sense that they yield thesame omputations.De�nition 6 Given a subset X of Slom, Smom, or Stom, the set Snagentof agents in normal form is de�ned by the following rule, where N is an agentin normal form,  denotes a ommuniation ation of X , and A denotes anagent of L(X ):N ::=  j  ; A j N + N: 11



Proposition 7 For any agent A, there is an agent N in normal form whihhas the same derivation sequenes as A.PROOF. Indeed, it is possible to assoiate to any agent A an agent �(A)in normal form by using the following translation de�ned indutively on thestruture of A: �()= �(X;Y )= �(X);Y�(X + Y )= �(X) + �(Y )�(X k Y )= �(X) k Y + �(Y ) k X k Z = ;Z(;A) k Z = ; (A k Z)(N1 +N2) k Z =N1 k Z +N2 k ZIt is easy to verify that, for any agent A, the agent �(A) is in normal form.Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that A and �(A) share the samederivation sequenes, namely that if hA j ;i ! hB j �i ! � � � ! hT j �i is aderivation sequene for A, then h�(A) j ;i ! hB j �i ! � � � ! hT j �i is aderivation sequene for �(A) and vie-versa.4 Modular embeddingA natural way to ompare the expressive power of two languages is to seewhether all programs written in one language an be \easily" and \equiva-lently" translated into the other language, where equivalent is intended in thesense of the same observable behaviour.The basi de�nition of embedding, given by Shapiro [24℄ is the following.Consider two languages L and L0. Assume given the semantis mappings (ob-servation riteria) S : L ! O and S 0 : L0 ! O0, where O and O0 are somesuitable domains. Then L an embed L0 if there exists a mapping C (oder)from the statements of L0 to the statements of L, and a mapping D (deoder)from O to O0, suh that the diagram of Figure 3 ommutes, namely suh thatfor every statement A 2 L0: D(S(C(A))) = S 0(A).The basi notion of embedding is too weak sine, for instane, the aboveequation is satis�ed by any pair of Turing-omplete languages. De Boer andPalamidessi hene proposed in [14℄ to add three onstraints on the oder C12
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Fig. 3. Basi embedding.and on the deoder D in order to obtain a notion of modular embedding usablefor onurrent languages:(1) D should be de�ned in an element-wise way with respet to O:8X 2 O : D(X) = fDel(x) j x 2 Xg (P1)for some appropriate mapping Del;(2) the oder C should be de�ned in a ompositional way with respet to thesequential, parallel and hoie operators 2 :C(A ; B) = C(A) ; C(B)C(A jj B) = C(A) jj C(B)C(A + B) = C(A) + C(B) (P2)(3) the embedding should preserve the behaviour of the original proesseswith respet to deadlok, failure and suess (termination invariane):8X 2 O; 8x 2 X : tm0(Del(x)) = tm(x) (P3)where tm and tm0 extrat the information on termination from the ob-servables of L and L0, respetively.An embedding is then alled modular if it satis�es properties P1, P2, and P3.The existene of a modular embedding from L0 into L will be denoted byL0 � L. It is easy to see that � is a pre-order relation. Moreover if L0 � Lthen L0 � L that is, any language embeds all its sublanguages. This propertydesends immediately from the de�nition of embedding, by setting C and Dequal to the identity funtion.2 Atually, this is not required for the sequential operator in [14℄ sine it does notour in that work. 13
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QQQQQQQQQQQQs ?? -�HHHHHHj �������?Fig. 4. Main results of the omparisons.5 ComparisonsWe now turn to an exhaustive omparison of the relative expressive power ofthe languages introdued in Setion 2.We will onsider nine di�erent languages whih are obtained by onsideringthree di�erent sets of ommuniation primitives, namely X = fask; tellg,X = fask; get; tellg, and X = fask; nask; get; tellg, for eah of the threeparameterised languages LL(X ), LCS(X ), and LMR(X ).The whole set of separation and equivalene results are summarised in Figure4, where an arrow from a language L1 to a language L2 means that L2 embedsL1, that is L1 � L2. Notie that, thanks to the transitivity of embedding, the�gure ontains only a minimal amount of arrows. However, apart from theseindued relations, no other relation holds. In partiular, when there is onearrow from L1 to L2 but there is no arrow from L2 to L1, then L1 is stritlyless expressive than L2, that is L1 < L2.The separation and equivalene results are presented in two steps. Setion 5.1�rst presents the intuition for these results whereas their formal proofs aregiven in Setion 5.2. 14



5.1 Intuitive analysis of the resultsBefore presenting the proofs of the results illustrated in Figure 4, we will tryto analyse their intuitive meaning. More preisely, we shall try here to showinformally how suh formal separation results on�rm the intuitive expeta-tions from a programming viewpoint. Of ourse the intuitive explanation of aseparation (or equivalene) result does not formally prove the validity of theresult itself. One may indeed argue that even if there is no obvious enodingbetween the two languages, there may well be a non-trivial enoding that mayyield the embedding. The nonexistene of suh embeddings will be formallyestablished by the propositions proved in Setion 5.2.5.1.1 Analysis for X = fask; tellgLet us �rst onsider the ase in whih X = fask; tellg. It is easy to seethat LL(ask; tell) does not support a straightforward way of atomially test-ing the simultaneous presene of two resoures a and b in the dataspae. In-deed the obvious oding (ask(a); ask(b)) will not be exeuted atomially andmay not produe the desired behaviour for instane in: (ask(a); ask(b);P ) +(ask(a); ask();Q): The language LCS(ask; tell) instead supports a straight-forward way of atomially testing the presene of two resoures in the datas-pae, via the ommuniation transation [ask(a); ask(b)℄, thus intuitively on-�rming the separation result LL(ask; tell) < LCS(ask; tell).It is easy to observe that the same kind of test an be naturally expressed alsoin LMR(ask; tell) via the rewriting (f+a;+bg; f:::g). Moreover the languageLMR(ask; tell) permits to express also tests of the form \if there are at least nopies of a resoure a then". For instane the rewriting (f+a;+ag; f+bg) statesthat if there are at least two opies of resoure a then resoure b will be addedto the dataspae. The same test annot be easily expressed in LCS(ask; tell)with [ask(a); ask(a); tell(b)℄, sine the two ask operations may math the sameinstane of a in the dataspae. The inability of LCS(ask; tell) to atomiallytest the presene of multiple opies of the same resoure on�rms intuitivelythe separation result LCS(ask; tell) < LMR(ask; tell).5.1.2 Analysis for X = fask; get; tellgThe addition of the get primitive to the set X gives to eah of the formerthree languages the ability of deleting tuples, hene yielding a non-monotonievolution of the dataspae. The three separation results LL(ask; tell) <LL(ask; get; tell), LMR(ask; tell) < LMR(ask; get; tell), and LCS(ask; tell) <LCS(ask; get; tell) follow suh intuition.15



The separation result between the basi Linda alulus and the multi-setrewriting alulus ontinues to hold also after introduing the get operation,that is, LL(ask; get; tell) < LMR(ask; get; tell). Indeed the addition of get stilldoes not allow LL(ask; get; tell) to atomially test the simultaneous preseneof two resoures a and b in the dataspae.On the other hand, the introdution of get removes the gap between om-muniation sequenes and multi-set rewriting, whih have in this ase thesame expressive power, that is, LMR(ask; get; tell) = LCS(ask; get; tell). Forinstane LCS(ask; get; tell) an now express tests of the form \if there are atleast two opies of resoure a then" via the transation [get(a); ask(a); tell(a)℄.
5.1.3 Analysis for X = fask; nask; get; tellgThe introdution of the nask primitive into the set X gives to eah lan-guage the ability of testing the absene of data from the dataspae, andhene to express if-then-else onditions of the form \if resoure a belongsto the dataspae then do P else do Q". For instane suh a test an beexpressed in LL(ask; nask; get; tell) as (ask(a);P ) + (nask(a);Q). The ad-ditional expressive power given by nask intuitively explains the separationsresult L(ask; get; tell) < L(ask; nask; get; tell), whih holds for L being eitherLL, LMR or LCS.Even after introduing nask, the basi Linda alulus is less expres-sive than both ommuniation transations and multi-set rewriting. IndeedLL(ask; nask; get; tell) is still not able to atomially test the simultaneouspresene of two resoures a and b in the dataspae.The introdution of negative tests instead reverses the relation betweenLMR(ask; nask; get; tell) and LCS(ask; nask; get; tell). Indeed the availabilityof nask allows LCS(ask; nask; get; tell) to \ount" the number of opies of aresoure available in the dataspae. For instane LCS(ask; nask; get; tell) anexpress tests of the form \if there are exatly two opies of a resoure a then doP" via the ommuniation sequene [get(a); get(a);nask(a); tell(a); tell(a)℄;Pwhile LMR(ask; nask; get; tell) an only express test of the form \if there atleast n opies of resoure then". This intuitively explains the last separationresult LMR(ask; nask; get; tell) < LCS(ask; nask; get; tell).16



5.2 Formal propositions and proofs5.2.1 Basi resultsThe following propositions and their proofs give an insight on how to proeedto ompare the families of languages.Proposition 8 For any set of ommuniation primitives X , LL(X ) � LMR(X ).PROOF. Immediate by de�ning the oder as follows:C(tell(t)) = (fg; f+tg)C(ask(t)) = (f+tg; fg) C(get(t)) = (f+tg; f�tg)C(nask(t)) = (f�tg; fg)2Proposition 9i) LMR(tell; ask; get) � LCS(tell; ask; get)ii) LMR(tell; ask; nask; get) � LCS(tell; ask; nask; get).PROOF. Indeed, the non-redundany of multiple ask queries in the LMRfamily of languages an be taken into aount by �rst getting the tokens andthen telling them bak. Consequently, it is suÆient to ode(f+g1; � � � ;+gp;+a1; � � � ;+aq;�n1; � � � ;�nr; g; f+t1; � � � ;+ts;�g1; � � � ;�gpg)into [ get(g1); � � � ; get(gp); get(a1); � � � ; get(aq); tell(a1); � � � ; tell(aq);nask(n1); � � � ; nask(nr); tell(t1); � � � ; tell(ts) ℄2In ontrast however, LMR(ask; tell) annot be embedded in LCS(ask; tell).Proposition 10 LMR(tell; ask) 6� LCS(tell; ask).PROOF. By ontradition, assume that there is a oder C. Obviously, forany token t, the omputation of (fg; f+tg) sueeds and so should that of17



C((fg; f+tg)) by P3. Let us all � the state resulting from one omputation.As LCS(tell; ask) ontains no destrutive operations and no negative tests,C((fg; f+tg)) ; C((fg; f+tg)) has a suessful omputation resulting in thestore �[�. Now onsider C((f+t;+tg; fg)) in its normal form: a1 ; A1+ � � �+am ; Am. Sine (fg; f+tg) ; (fg; f+tg) ; (f+t;+tg; fg) sueeds, by (P3),there should exist i 2 f1; � � � ; mg suh that hC((f+t;+tg; fg)) j � [ �i �!hAi j � [ � [ �i, for some store � , Moreover Ai omputed from � [ � [ �should only lead to suess and thus, as LCS(tell; ask) does not ontain anydestrutive operation, Ai started on � [ � has only suessful omputations.It follows thathC((fg; f+tg)) ; C((f+t;+tg; fg)) j ;i �!� hC((f+t;+tg; fg)) j �i�! hAi j � [ �iis a valid omputation pre�x for C((fg; f+tg) ; (f+t;+tg; fg)) whih an onlybe ontinued by suessful omputations. This ontradits by P3 the fat that(fg; f+tg) ; (f+t;+tg; fg) has only one failing omputation. 25.2.2 Embedding the LMR family into LLAs the LL family of languages an all be embedded in the orrespondinglanguages of the LMR family of languages, the natural next properties toinvestigate are whether the onverse holds. This is not true as established bythe following propositions.Proposition 11 LMR(tell; ask) 6� LL(tell; ask)PROOF. Let us proeed by ontradition and assume the existene of a oderC and a deoder D. Let a, b be two distint tokens. Sine O((fg; f+ag)) =f(fag; Æ+)g any omputation of C((fg; f+ag)) starting in the empty store su-eeds by property (P3). LethC((fg; f+ag)) j ;i �! � � � �! hE j fa1; � � � ; amgibe one omputation of C((fg; f+ag)). Similarly, any omputation ofC((fg; f+bg)) starting on the empty store sueeds. LethC((fg; f+bg)) j ;i �! � � � �! hE j fb1; � � � ; bngibe one omputation of C((fg; f+bg)).18



Consider now AB = (f+a;+bg; fg). As it is in LL(tell; ask), C(AB) an beregarded in its normal form, whih, in its more general form, is of the formtell(t1) ; A1 + � � �+ tell(tp) ; Ap + ask(u1) ; B1 + � � �+ ask(uq) ; BqLet us �rst establish that there is no alternative guarded by a tell(ti) operation.Indeed, if this was the ase, thenD = hC(AB) j ;i �! hAi j ftigiwould be a valid omputation pre�x of C(AB) whih should deadlok after-wards sine O(AB) = f(;; Æ�)g. However D is also a valid omputation pre�xof C(AB + (fg; f+ag)). Hene, C(AB+(fg; f+ag)) admits a failing omputa-tion whih ontradits property P3 and the fat that O(AB + (fg; f+ag))) =f(fag; Æ+)g.Let us now establish that none of the ui's belong to fa1; � � � ; amg[fb1; � � � ; bng.Indeed, if uj 2 fa1; � � � ; amg for some j 2 f1; � � � ; qg, thenD0 = hC((fg; f+ag) ; AB) j ;i �! � � ��! hAB j fa1; � � � ; amgi�! hBj j fa1; � � � ; amgiis a valid omputation pre�x of C((fg; f+ag) ; AB) whih an only be ontin-ued by failing suÆxes. However, D0 indues the following omputation pre�xD00 for (fg; f+ag) ; (AB+(f+ag; fg)) whih as just seen admits only suess-ful omputations:D00 = hC((fg; f+ag) ; (AB + (f+ag; fg))) j ;i �! � � ��! hAB + (f+ag; fg) j fa1; � � � ; amgi�! hBj j fa1; � � � ; amgi:The proof proeeds similarly in the ase uj 2 fb1; � � � ; bng for some j 2f1; � � � ; qg by then onsidering (fg; f+bg) ; AB and (fg; f+bg) ; (AB +(f+bg; fg)). 19



The ui's are thus fored not to belong to fa1; � � � ; amg[fb1; � � � ; bng. However,this indues a ontradition as well. Indeed, if this is the ase thenhC((fg; f+ag) ; (fg; f+bg) ; AB) j ;i�! � � � �! h(fg; f+bg) ; AB j fa1; � � � ; amgi�! � � � �! hAB j fa1; � � � ; am; b1; � � � ; bngi 6�!is a valid failing omputation of C((fg; f+ag) ; (fg; f+bg) ; AB). However,(fg; f+ag) ; (fg; f+bg) ; AB has only one suessful omputation. 2Proposition 12 LMR(tell; ask; get) 6� LL(tell; ask; get)PROOF. The proof proeeds as for Proposition 11 the only di�erene beingthat the normal form of C(AB) may ontain get primitives. Tehnially thisamounts to onsidering some of the ask(ui)'s to be get(ui) but does not a�etmore the proof. 2Let us now introdue the nask primitive in the languages. At �rst sight, onemay think of transposing the proofs given for the previous proposition. How-ever, sine LL(ask; nask; get; tell) an perform negative tests, C((fg; f+bg))ould in priniple hek whether the C((fg; f+ag)) has taken plae before andthen plae or remove suitable tokens thereby making lear to C(AB) thatboth a and b have been told or not. The same reasoning would hold for tellingthe same token several times. However, as all the agents of the languages are�nitely branhing and ontain a �nite number of ommuniation primitives,this is not possible for ever, as stated in the following lemmas.Lemma 13 For any agent A 2 LL(tell; ask; get; nask), if (�; Æ+) 2 O(A)then the parallel omposition B = A jj � � � jj A of n opies of A has asuessful omputation resulting in the store � = � [ � � � [ � onsisting of themulti-set union of n opies of �: (�; Æ+) 2 O(A).PROOF. The lemma is proved by indution on the length of the ompu-tations and by establishing by indution on the size of the agent A that: ifhA j �i �! hA0 j �0i then hA jj � � � jj A j � [ � � � [ �i �! hA0 jj � � � jj A0 j�0 [ � � � [ �0i, with the � � � dots indiating n opies. 2Lemma 14 Let A 2 LL(tell; get; ask; nask) be suh that (�; Æ+) 2 O(A).Let B be an agent of LL(tell; get; nask; ask) omposed of n ask, nask and getprimitives and suh that hB j [n+1i=1 �i �!� hE j �i. Then, for any p > 0(([pi=1�) [ �; Æ+) 2 O(( jj n+1+pi=1 A) ; B).20



PROOF. Indeed, by Lemma 13, h jj n+1+pi=1 A j ;i �!� hE j [n+1+pi=1 �i. As Bis omposed of n ask, get, and nask primitives and sine hB j [n+1i=1 �i �!�hE j �i, it is easy to verify by indution on the length of the omputationsthat adding p opies of � does not alter the omputations and moreover isunhanged by them. 2Lemma 15 Let S be a �nite set of tokens and f : Stoken ! Pf (Stoken) bea funtion assoiating to eah token a �nite set of tokens. Assume there is atoken a suh that for any other token b either f(a)\ f(b) 6= ; or f(b)\S 6= ;.Then there is a denumerable series of token (xi)i and an integer N suh thatTNi=1 f(xi) 6= ; and TNi=1 f(xi) = TNi=1 f(xi) \ f(xn), for any n > N .PROOF. Let us �rst note that, under the hypothesis of the proposition, thereis a token y and a denumerable set of tokens x suh that f(y) \ f(x) 6= ;.Indeed, either a plays this role or, there is an in�nite number of tokens zsuh that S \ f(z) 6= ;. Sine S is �nite, there is thus a token s 2 S and adenumerable set of tokens zi suh that s 2 f(zi). Taking one of them as ythen establishes the laim.Let f(y) = fa1; � � � ; amg. Sine f(y) \ f(zi) 6= ; for any zi and sine f(y) is�nite, some of the ai's appear in�nitely often in the sets f(zj). For any ofthem, let zi�j be the subseries of (zj)j in whih ai appear. Take (xk)k = (z�k)kas the subserise ommon to all these subseries. It satis�es the thesis. 2Proposition 16 LMR(ask; nask; get; tell) 6� LL(ask; nask; get; tell)PROOF. Fix a token a. Let n be the number of get and nask primitives inC((fg; f+ag)). Let for any ommuniation primitive  and any integer p, pdenote the parallel omposition of p opies of : p = jj pi=1.As the omputation of (fg; f+bg)n+2 ; (fg; f+ag) sueeds, for anytoken b 6= a, let S 0b be one store of one suessful derivation ofC((fg; f+bg))n+2 ; C((fg; f+ag)). Moreover, take as Sx the store result-ing from one suessful derivation of C((fg; f+xg)). Note that, thanks toLemma 14, one may assume that Sx � S 0x, for any token x.Two ases need to be onsidered.Case I. Assume �rst there is a token b suh that Sa \ S 0b = ;. Thenonsider ABs onsisting of removing a together with n + 3 opies of b:ABs = (f+a;+b; � � � ;+bg; g; f�a;�b; � � � ;�bg). The normal form of C(ABs)21



an be rewritten in LMR(tell; get; nask) as:tell(t1) ; A1 + � � �+ tell(tp) ; Ap+ ask(u1) ; B1 + � � �+ ask(uq) ; Bq+ get(v1) ; C1 + � � �+ get(vr) ; Cr+ nask(w1) ; D1 + � � �+ nask(ws) ; DsUsing arguments analogous to those of Proposition 11, it is possible to provethat there are no alternatives guarded by a tell(ti) primitive.Moreover, let us now establish that fw1; � � � ; wsg � Sa \ S 0b. whih, in view ofthe hypothesis on a and b, amounts to expressing that there are no alternativesguarded by a nask(wj) primitive. Indeed, assume that wj 62 Sa, for somej 2 f1; � � � ; sg. ThenE = hC((fg; f+ag) ; ABs) j ;i �! � � � �! hABs j Sai �! hDj j Saiis a valid omputation pre�x for C((fg; f+ag) ; ABs) whih an only beontinued by failing suÆxes sine O((fg; f+ag) ; ABs) = f(fag; Æ�)g. How-ever, E 0 indues the following omputation pre�x E 00 for (fg; f+ag) ; (ABs+(fg; f+bg))) whih only admits suessful omputations:E 00 = hC((fg; f+ag) ; (ABs + (fg; f+bg)) j ;i�! � � ��! hABs + (fg; f+bg) j Sai�! hDj j Sai:The proof proeeds similarly for wj 62 S 0b sine then wj 62 Sb.Finally, using the same reasoning as in Proposition 11, it is possible to establishthat fu1; � � � ; uq; v1; � � � ; vrg\(Sb[S 0b) = ;. Therefore hABs j Sb [ S 0bi 6�!. Theontradition then omes from Lemma 14 whih validates the following deriva-tion: hC((fg; f+bg))n+3 ; C((fg; f+ag)) ; ABs j ;i �!� hABs j Sb [ S 0bi. Theagent C((fg; f+bg)n+3 ; C((fg; f+ag)) ; ABs then admits a failing omputa-tion whereas C((fg; f+bg)n+3) ; C((fg; f+ag)) ; ABs only has one suessfulomputation.Case II. Assume now that Sa \ S 0b 6= ; for any token b distint from a. Then,thanks to Lemma 15, there is a denumerable set of distint tokens xi, alsodistint from a and an integer m, suh that \ni=1(Sa \S 0xi) 6= ; and [\ni=1(Sa \22



S 0xi)℄ \ (Sa \ S 0xj) 6= ;, for j > m. Consider NT = (f�a;�x1; � � � ;�xng; fg)and C(NT ) in the following normal form.tell(t1) ; A1 + � � �+ tell(tp) ; Ap+ ask(u1) ; B1 + � � �+ ask(uq) ; Bq+ get(v1) ; C1 + � � �+ get(vr) ; Cr+ nask(w1) ; D1 + � � �+ nask(ws) ; Ds:Let us �rst establish that there are no alternative guarded by a tell(tj) prim-itive. Indeed, if this was not the ase thenF 0 = hC((fg; f+x1g)) ; C(NT ) j ;i�! � � � �! hC(NT ) j Sx1i�! hAj j Sx1 [ ftjgiwould be, by properties (P2), a valid omputation pre�xfor C((fg; f+x1g) ; NT ) whih, by (P3), an only be ontinued by failingsuÆxes sine O((fg; f+x1g) ; NT ) = f(fx1g; Æ�)g. However F 0 indues thefollowing omputation pre�x F 00 for C((fg; f+x1g) ; (NT +(f+x1g; fg))) andthus a failing omputation for it, whih, by P3 is absurd sine the omputationof (fg; f+x1g) ; (NT + (f+x1g; fg)) sueeds:F 00= hC((fg; f+x1g) ; (C(NT ) + (f+x1g; fg)) j ;i �! � � ��! hC(NT + (f+x1g; fg)) j Sx1i �! hAj j Sx1 [ ftjgiLet us now note prove thatfw1; � � � ; wsg � (Sx1 \ � � � \ Sxn)Indeed, if there was some wk 62 Sxi, then using similar reasonings for(fg; f+xig) ; NT and (fg; f+xig) ; (NT + (f+xig; fg)) and employing thenask(wk) ; Dk alternative of C(NT ) would lead to a ontradition.To establish the �nal ontradition, onsider (fg; f+xm+1g) ; NT . A pos-sible omputation pre�x for C((fg; f+xm+1g) ; NT ) is, by P2, as fol-lows: hC((fg; f+xm+1g)) ; C(NT ) j ;i �!� hC(NT ) j Sxm+1i. Sine(fg; f+xm+1g) ; NT has a suessful omputation, and sine fw1; � � � ; wsg �Sa \ Sx1 \ � � �Sxm � Sxm+1 there should exist j suh that uj 2 Sxm+1 orvj 2 Sxm+1 . Let us assume the �rst ase hold, the other being treated simi-23



larly. In these onditions, as Sxm+1 � S 0xm+1, the following derivation is valid:H = hC((fg; f+xm+1g))n+2 ; C((fg; f+ag)) ; C(NT ) j ;i�!� hC(NT ) j S 0xm+1i �! hBj j S 0xm+1 n fujgiMoreover, as (fg; f+xm+1g))n+2 ; (fg; f+ag) ; NT has only one failing om-putation, H should be ontinued by failing suÆxes only. It follows that Hintrodues a failing omputations for (fg; f+xm+1g))n+2 ; (fg; f+ag) ; (NT +(f+ag; f�ag)) whih is impossible in view of (P3) sine the latter agent hasonly one suessful omputation. 25.2.3 Embedding the LCS family into the LMR lassLet us now turn to the embeddings of the LCS family of languages in thelanguages of LMR.Proposition 17 LCS(tell; ask) � LMR(tell; ask).PROOF. Indeed tell and ask primitives an be performed in any order underthe observation that an ask(t) primitive is redundant if it is exeuted after atell(t) primitive. In partiular, (under this observation) all the ask primitivesan be exeuted before all the tell primitives, as operated in LMR(tell; ask).Intuitively speaking, the translation of any agent A 2 LCS(tell; ask) is thenobtained from A by applying the following rewriting rules, where t and udenotes distint tokens: tell(t); ask(t) 7�! tell(t)tell(t); ask(u) 7�! ask(u); tell(t)The orresponding oder is formally de�ned as:C(S) = f(S; (fg; fg)where S is a ommuniation transation and where f is de�ned as follows:f([ ℄; (pre; post)) = (pre; post)f([tell(t) :: S℄; (pre; post)) = f(S; (pre; post [ f+tg))f([ask(t) :: S℄; (pre; post)) = 8><>: f(S; (pre; post)) if t 2 (pre+ [ post+)f(S; (pre [ f+tg; post)) otherwise24



2Proposition 18 LCS(tell; ask; get) � LMR(tell; ask; get).PROOF. The proof proeeds as for Proposition 17 but with further are forthe non-ommutativity of ask and get primitives: ask(t); get(t) requires onlyone opy of t whereas get(t); ask(t) requires two opies. Intuitively speakin,the resulting rewriting system is as follows:tell(t); get(t) 7�! �tell(t); get(u) 7�! get(u); tell(t)ask(t); get(t) 7�! get(t)ask(u); get(t) 7�! get(t); ask(u)tell(t); ask(t) 7�! tell(t)tell(t); ask(u) 7�! ask(u); tell(t)Note that the redued form has the property of �rst listing the get operations,then the ask operations and �nally the tell operation while preserving theoperational semantis of the agents.The orresponding oder is formally de�ned as:C(S) = f(S; (fg; fg)where S is a ommuniation transation and where f is de�ned as follows:f([ ℄; (pre; post)) = (pre; post)f([tell(t) :: S℄; (pre; post)) = ( f(S; (pre; post n f�tg)) if t 2 post�f(S; (pre; post [ f+tg)) if t 62 post�f([ask(t) :: S℄; (pre; post)) =8><>: f(S; (pre; post)) if (t 2 post+) or(t 62 post and t 2 pre+)f(S; (pre [ f+tg; post)) otherwisef([get(t) :: S℄; (pre; post)) =8><>: f(S; (pre; post n f+tg)) if t 2 post+ and t 62 post�f(S; (pre; post [ f�tg)) if t 62 post and t 2 pre+f(S; (pre [ f+tg; post [ f�tg)) otherwise2 25



As for Proposition 16, the separation result for LCS(tell; get; nask) andLMR(tell; get; nask) requires a saturation lemma.Notation 19 For any agent A 2 LMR(tell; ask; nask; get) and any integer n,denote by �!A n the agent obtained as the sequential omposition of n opies ofA. Moreover, extend this notation to LCS(tell; ask; nask; get) by de�ning �!A nto mean the ommuniation transation obtained by onatenating n times thelist of ommuniation primitives of A.Lemma 20 Let A 2 LMR(tell; ask; nask; get) be an agent suh that, for anyinteger n, the agent �!A n has a suessful omputation, say resulting in store Sn.Then there is p and q > p suh that Sp � Sq and suh that set(Sp) = set(Sq),where set(M) denotes the set assoiated with the multiset M .PROOF. For the ease of the proof, given an element x of the multiset E, let#(x; E) denote the number of ourrenes of x in E.Let us proeed by ontradition. Assume thus that the following property (P4)holds: for any p and any q > p either Sp 6� Sq or set(Sp) 6= set(Sq), namely,using the above notation, that either there is x 2 Sp suh that #(x; Sp) >#(x; Sq) or that set(Sp) � set(Sq). 3In these onditions, let us �rst establish that there is a subsequene (�i)i suhthat the following property (P5) holds: for any p and any q > p, there is x 2S�p suh that #(x; S�p) > #(x; S�q). Indeed, A an only tell a �nite numberof tokens. Call T the set of these tokens. It follows that the sets set(Si)'sare members of powerset(T ), of a �nite ardinality. Consequently, one of thesets set(Si) is neessarily repeated in the sequene (Si)i. The orrespondingsubsequene (S�i)i should verify property (P1) but is suh that set(S�i) �set(S�j ) annot hold for i 6= j. It must thus satisfy property (P5).Given property (P5), for any i > 1, there is thus xi 2 S�1 suh that #(xi; S�1) >#(xi; S�i). Consider the series of these xi's. In view of the �nite hoie in P(T )for the sets S�i, one of the xi should our an in�nite number of times. Take s1to be suh an xi and let us fous on the subsequene S�i of the S�i for whihxi = s1 with S�1 as �rst element. Again for any i > �2, there is yi 2 S�1 suhthat #(yi; S�1) > #(yi; S�i). Take s2 to be one of yi's ourring in�nitely andontinue the reasoning on the orresponding subsequene of S�i. This in theend produes a series (si)i of tokens and a subseries (S�i)i suh that8i8j > i#(si; S�i) > #(si; S�j)3 We use here A � B in a strit sense. 26



However, the tokens si's are members of T and thus at least one of themours an in�nite number of times. Let s be suh a token and (S�i) be thesubseries orresponding to si = t. It veri�es#(s; S�1) > #(s; S�2) > � � � > #(s; S�i) > � � �whih indues that s ours an in�nite number of times in S�1 . However, inview of the transition rules, the set S�1 an only be �nite.2Proposition 21 LCS(tell; ask; get; nask) 6� LMR(tell; ask; get; nask).PROOF. By ontradition, assume the existene of a oder C. ConsiderC([tell(t)℄) for some token t. By Lemma 20, there is p and q > p suh thatSp � Sq and set(Sp) = set(Sq), where Sp and Sq denotes the store resultingfrom one suessful omputation of �������!C([tell(t)℄)p and �������!C([tell(t)℄)q, respetively.Consider now Tp = ����![tell(t)℄p, Tq = ����![tell(t)℄q, and T = [���!get(t)p; nask(t)℄. Letm1 ; M1 + � � � + mr ; Mr be the normal form of C(T ), with the mi's beingatomi ommuniation ations of LMR(tell; ask; get; nask).As Tp ; T has one suessful omputation, it follows that hC(T ) j Spi �!hMi j �i for some i 2 f1; � � � ; rg, and some store � and onsequently, thanksto the relation between Sp and Sq, that hC(T ) j Sqi �! hMi j �0i for somestore �. As Tq ; T fails, it follows from (P3) that the omputation of Mistarting from �0 is failing. Therefore, although Tq ; (T + [get(t)℄) has onlyone suessful omputation, the following derivation D is a valid omputationpre�x at the oded level whih leads to failure, whih is absurd by (P3):D = hC(Tq) ; (C(T ) + C([get(t)℄)) j ;i�!� hC(T ) + C([get(t)℄) j Sqi�! hMi j �0i25.2.4 Hierarhies in the LL, LMR and LCS familiesThe oding C in the proof of Proposition 8 translates any of the basi primitivesof LL into an equivalent form in LMR. With respet to the lass LCS, thetranslation is even more straightforward sine any ommuniation primitive an be diretly oded as [℄. 27



As a result, any ombination of basi primitives whih has established a sep-aration result in the family of languages LL (see [6℄) an be re-employed toprove a orresponding result in the family of languages LMR and LCS. Thisfat ombined with embedding indued by language inlusion establish thefollowing proposition.Proposition 22i) LMR(ask; tell) < LMR(ask; get; tell) < LMR(ask; nask; get; tell)ii) LCS(ask; tell) < LCS(ask; get; tell) < LCS(ask; nask; get; tell)Finally, for the sake of ompleteness, we reall here two relations on the LLfamily whih are exploited in Figure 4 and whih were established in [6℄:i) LL(ask; get; tell) 6� LL(ask; tell)ii) LL(ask; nask; get; tell) 6� LL(ask; get; tell)5.2.5 Relating the families LL and LCSA few further propositions are required to omplete the omparison. We startby relations between the LL and LCS families of languages.Proposition 23 LL(ask; tell) � LCS(ask; tell)PROOF. Immediate by oding any ask(t), nask(t), tell(t) primitive as [ask(t)℄,[nask(t)℄, [tell(t)℄, respetively. 2Proposition 24 LCS(ask; tell) 6� LL(ask; tell)PROOF. Similar to the proof of Proposition 11. 2Proposition 25i) LL(ask; get; nask; tell) 6� LCS(ask; tell)ii) LCS(ask; tell) 6� LL(ask; get; nask; tell)PROOF. (i) By ontradition, suppose that LL(ask; nask; get; tell) �LCS(ask; tell). Let us then establish that, for the onsidered oder and forany token t, C(tell(t) ; nask(t)) has only suessful omputations, whih byP3, ontradits the fat that O(tell(t) ; nask(t)) = f(ftg; Æ�)g. Indeed, sineO(tell(t)) = f(ftg; Æ+)g, any omputation of C(tell(t)) is suessful. Similarly,28



it follows from O(nask(t)) = f(;; Æ+)g that any omputation of C(nask(t)) issuessful and, onsequently, so is any omputation of C(nask(t)) starting onany store. It follows that any omputation of C(tell(t)) an be followed by asuessful omputation of C(nask(t)) and thus, by P2, that C(tell(t) ; nask(t))has only suessful omputations.(ii) By ontradition, assume that there is a oder C whih translatesagents of LCS(ask; tell) into agents of LL(ask; nask; get; tell). Let us �rstobserve that, for any token t, there are tokens x1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . ,yn suh that if � is the store resulting from one omputation C ofC([tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄) and if � [ � n � is the store resulting fromthe ontinuation of C by the omputation of C([tell(t)℄) then there is a om-putation of C([tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ; [tell(y1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(yn)℄) endingin a store � suh that the omputation of C([tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ;[tell(y1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(yn)℄ ; [tell(t)℄) ends in the store � [ � n �. Indeed, anyomputation of C([tell(t)℄) an be viewed as a sequene of ask, nask, tell andget operations. Sine C([tell(t)℄) is �nite, there is only a �nite set of suh se-quenes. Moreover, for any set of distint tokens z1, . . . , zp, any omputationof C([tell(z1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(zp)℄ ; [tell(t)℄, whih is neessarily suessful by P3,neessarily uses, by P2 suh a sequene. In these onditions, progressively in-reasing the set of tokens zi neessarily results in repeating a sequene, whihestablishes the laim.To onlude, let us onsider the normal form of C(XY T ) forXY T = [ask(x1); � � � ; ask(xm); ask(y1); � � � ; ask(yn); ask(t)℄whih, in its most general form, is written astell(t1) ; A1 + � � �+ tell(tp) ; Ap + nask(a1) ; B1 + � � �+ nask(aq) ; Bq+ask(v1) ; C1 + � � �+ ask(vr) ; Cr + get(w1) ; D1 + � � �+ get(ws) ; Ds :As for Proposition 11, it is possible to prove there are atually no alternativesguarded by a tell(ti) operation. Moreover, let us establish that there are noalternatives guarded by a nask(aj) primitive. Indeed, otherwise, the transitionhC(XY T ) j ;i �! hBj j ;i would be valid, whih, as XY T has only one failingomputation, an only be ontinued by failing omputations. However, thistransition then indues a failing omputation for C(XY T )+C([tell(t)℄), whihis absurd by P2 and P3. 29



Now, observe that the three agents[tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ; XY T[tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ; [tell(t)℄ ; XY T[tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ; [tell(y1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(yn)℄ ; XY Tall have just one failing omputation. Using the same argument asabove to prove the absene of nask(aj) operations, it follows thatfv1; � � � ; vr; w1; � � � ; wsg\ (� [ � [�) = ;. However, the following omputationpre�x is then valid:hC([tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ; [tell(y1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(yn)℄ ; [tell(t)℄ ; XY T ) j ;i�!� hC([tell(t)℄ ; XY T ) j �i �! hC(XY T ) j � [ � n �i 6�! :It yields a failing omputation for C([tell(x1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(xm)℄ ;[tell(y1)℄ ; � � � ; [tell(yn)℄ ; XY T ), whih is absurd by P3. 2Proposition 26i) LL(ask; get; tell) 6� LCS(ask; tell)ii) LCS(ask; tell) 6� LL(ask; get; tell)
PROOF. (i) By ontradition, assume that LL(ask; get; tell) � LCS(ask; tell).Consider tell(a) ; get(a) for some arbitrary token a. As O(tell(a) ; get(a)) =f(;; Æ+)g, it follows that any omputation of C(tell(a) ; get(a)) is suessful.However suh a omputation is, by P2, a omputation of C(tell(a)) followedby a omputation of C(get(a)). Sine C(get(a)) is omposed of ask and telloperations only, this latter omputation an be repeated, whih indues asuessful omputation for C(tell(a) ; get(a) ; get(a)) and hene, by P3, fortell(a) ; get(a) ; get(a). This is obviously not possible.(ii) The proof of point (ii) onsists of rephrasing the proof of Proposition 11by taking AB = [ask(a); ask(b)℄ and by replaing the operations ask(ui) byget(ui), the destrutive harater of the get operations playing no role in theproof. 2 30



5.2.6 Further separation results between the LL and LMR familiesProposition 27i) LL(ask; get; tell) 6� LMR(ask; tell)ii) LMR(ask; tell) 6� LL(ask; get; tell)PROOF. (i) The proof of point (i) onsists of a simple adaptation of theproof of point (i) of Proposition 26.(ii) Otherwise, by Proposition 17, LCS(ask; tell) � LL(get; tell), whih on-tradits Proposition 26. 2Proposition 28i) LMR(ask; tell) 6� LL(ask; nask; get; tell)ii) LL(ask; nask; get; tell) 6� LMR(ask; tell)PROOF. (i) Otherwise, by Proposition 17, the embedding LCS(ask; tell) �LL(ask; nask; get; tell) would hold, whih ontradits Proposition 25.(ii) Otherwise, by the embedding LL(ask; get; tell) � LL(ask; nask; get; tell),indued by sublanguage inlusion, the embedding LL(ask; get; tell) �LMR(ask; tell) would hold, whih ontradits Proposition 27. 2Proposition 29i) LMR(ask; get; tell) 6� LL(ask; nask; get; tell)ii) LL(ask; nask; get; tell) 6� LMR(ask; get; tell)PROOF. (i) Otherwise, the embedding LMR(ask; tell) � LL(ask; nask; get; tell)holds, whih ontradits Proposition 28.(ii) The proof proeeds as for part (i) of Proposition 25. 26 Conluding remarksWe have ompared the expressive power of three families of oordination mod-els based on shared dataspaes. The �rst lass LL relies on Linda's ommuni-ation primitives, the seond lass LMR relies on the more general notion of31



multi-set rewriting, while the third lass LCS features ommuniation transa-tions that onsist of sequenes of Linda-like operations to be exeuted atomi-ally. For eah family we have onsidered three di�erent languages that di�erfrom one another in the set X of ommuniation primitives used, for X equalrespetively to fask; tellg, fask; get; tellg and fask; nask; get; tellg.It is worth mentioning that we have exploited the main proof tehniquesreported in this paper to perform a wider omparison of the languages,by onsidering also other sets X of ommuniation primitives with X �fask; nask; get; tellg. We deided to report only the main omparisons in thispaper, beause of lak of spae.As pointed out in the Introdution, the families LL, LMR, and LCS are rep-resentative of a substantial amount of oordination languages. We believethat the omparison of the expressive power of di�erent lasses of oordina-tion models provides useful insights for both the theory and the pratie ofoordination-based approahes. The resulting hierarhy highlights the equiv-alene of di�erent models and indiates whih extensions may be worth on-sidering beause of their additional expressive power.Aknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous referees fortheir valuable omments and suggestions on a previous version of this artile.The �rst author was partly supported by the M.U.R.S.T. projet \Theory ofConurreny, Higher Order and Types (TOSCA)".Referenes[1℄ J.M. Andreoli and R. Pareshi. Linear Objets: logial proesses with builtininheritane. New Generation Computing, 9(3-4):445{473, 1991.[2℄ J. Banatre and D. LeMetayer. Programming by Multiset Transformation.Communiations of the ACM, 36(1):98{111, 1991.[3℄ E. Best, F.S. de Boer and C. Palamidessi. Partial Order and SOS Semantisfor Linear Constraint Programs. In D. Garlan and D. Le Metayer, editors,Coordination '97, LNCS, 1997.[4℄ M. Bonsangue, J. Kok, and G. Zavattaro. Comparing oordination models basedon shared distributed repliated data. In proeeding of the ACM Symposiumon Applied Computing, SAC'99. Pag. 156-165, ACM Press, February 1999.[5℄ A. Brogi and P. Cianarini. The Conurrent Language Shared Prolog. ACMTransations on Programming Languages and Systems, 13(1):99{123, January1991. 32
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